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 Focus of toolkit is outbreak response. 

 But COMBI methodology can be applied 
wherever there is a behavioural challenge, 
in health or the broader area of social 
development.  

 This on-line presentation of the toolkit will 
cover the application of COMBI to a range 
of behavioural interventions 

 



Presented in two modules: 

 

Module #XX: Marketing Concepts and 
Behavioural Theories and Models 

 

Module #XX: Understanding and Using 
COMBI Planning Cycle Steps #1-7 

 



But first some history. Arriving at  “COMBI”. 

 

Three life episodes and lessons learned: See 

a 30 minute video of my telling of the three 

work episodes…and the three emerging 

foundational lessons. The link: http/----- 

 

Video 1 



 

Connect with the consumer 

Be mindful of the Competitor 

Listen to the consumer… 
threaded into COMBI 

The Three Life Lessons 



Origins of COMBI:  
Back  in 1994…a Summer Institute at New York University 

With inputs from YOUNG AND RUBICAM, BURSON MARSTELLER/NY, 

UNICEF, UNFPA, WHO 

“INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION 

FOR BEHAVIOURAL IMPACT IN HEALTH AND 

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT” 

…..then in 2000 to WHO and problems with marketing 
language 

 



 

Modified at WHO to:  
 

Integrated Marketing 

COMMUNICATION FOR BEHAVIOURAL IMPACT 

 IN HEALTH AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT” 

 

(COMBI) 
COM= Communication, B –Behavioural, I=Impact 

 

(Not Behavioural Change –but Behavioural Maintenance as ultimate result) 

(The foundation remains Integrated Marketing Communication) 

 



 

 HOW COME PEOPLE KNOW BUT DON’T ACT? 

 HOW COME WE BUILD SERVICES BUT 
PEOPLE DON’T COME?  

 

THE REALISATION: 

 

 KNOWING WHAT TO DO IS DIFFERENT FROM 
DOING IT (yet we persist with communication for awareness and 
education.) 

 WAYS OF BRIDGING THIS KNOWELDGE/ACTION 
GAP 
 

 

 

WHO began applying IMC/COMBI in 2000  

and called it simply “COMBI” 
   

Why WHO’s interest  in IMC/COMBI? 
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Emotions 
Comunication for Affecting Attitudes 
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Emotions 
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Behaviour 

  

Information 

Education 

Attitudes/Feelings 

Communication for Affecting Attitudes 

       -Persuasion 

Coercion 
Enforcement 



COERCION supported with good 
communication can be very important in 
outbreak response. 

 

 But not everything can be done by 

 COERCION. 

 

What is missing is: 



 
Strategic communication 

planning applied to outbreaks, 

emergencies, on-going long-

term health crises, 

COMBI PLANNING 



Module # xx 

The Foundation 

Prelude to the 7-Step COMBI Planning 
Process for Outbreak Response  

 

MARKETING CONCEPTS AND BEHAVIOURAL 
THEORIES AND MODELS 

 

 

 



 

 Why have an understanding of behavioural 

models for strategic communication planning 

? 

 Note: All models imperfect 

 

(COMBI Toolkit Reference Pages: Pgs 79 – 84, 

Pg 10) 

 

 
BEHAVIOURAL MODELS IN 

HEALTH INTERVENTIONS 

 



Belief #1 (Risk):   

 I believe I am at risk, susceptible to the  disease or 

 “condition” . (“I can get this!”) 

Belief #2 (Consequences):   
 I believe that there will be severe  consequences  if I got the condition. 

(“And it is going to be pretty bad!”) 

Belief #3 (Effective Action):   

 I believe that there is an effective action I can take to  reduce the 

risk of getting the condition or the severity of the  condition. (“There is something 

that works that I can do!) 

Belief #4 (Costs):   

 I believe that the “costs” to take action is outweighed in  relation to the 

benefits. (“It is worth it to take the action”) 

The Health Belief Model 



People reason about their intention to carry 
out a behaviour  based on the following: 

 Their attitude to the suggested behaviour  
based on their beliefs about it. 

 Their  sense of  how people they care about 
think about the behaviour (Subjective Norms). 

 Their sense of their ability to carry out the 
behaviour (Self Efficacy) 

 If their reasoning  leads to their intention to 
carry out the behaviour, then they will. 

Theory of Reasoned Action 

and Planned Behaviour 



People will carry out a recommended 
behaviour 

based on the dynamic interaction of: 

 Cognition- what they know about the 
behaviour. 

 Social factors: Environment, Modelling, 
Reinforcement/Incentives, Emotional Coping, 
Expectations (see Table 14, page 80 COMBI 
Toolkit) 

 Self Efficacy: Ability to carry out the 
behaviour 

 

 

Social Cognitive Theory 



 

 Pre-contemplation 

Contemplation 

 Preparation 

Action 

Maintenance 

 

The Transtheoretical Models  

of Stages of Change 



 

How well do these models capture what 

goes on in the process of behaviour 

adoption? 

Quiz/Discussion 



GETTING THE BEHAVIORAL RESULT 
(Explaining the gap between knowing and doing) 

 

First,  we                              H ear about the new behavior 

 then, we become                          I nformed about it 

 and later               C onvinced that it is worthwhile. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

In time, we make the               D ecision to do something about our conviction  

  and later we take               Action on the new behavior 

 We await next                                      R e-confirmation that our action was a good one 

 and if all is well, we            Maintain the behavior 
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We know how to do the HIC-ky stuff; the challenge is in DARM 

HICDARM forces the query: How come you know, but you don’t act 
(See page 10 of COMBI Toolkit) 

The COMBI Model: HICDARM© 



 See a video presentation of my describing 

the HICDARM process by which I took up 

running….how long it took, why my wife 

took a much shorter time, how I quit, how I 

restarted, and how I have maintained the 

behaviour.  The link: http/…………..  

Video 2 



Drive a CAR 

Cue 

Action 

Reward 
 

The M of HICDARM: 

Maintenance 

Making a Behaviour a Habit 



How does HICDARM help understand the 

gap between knowing what to do and 

doing? 

Quiz/Discussion 



Topics 
 Why bring Marketing Concepts to strategic 

communication planning in health? 

 The Four Cs of Integrated Marketing 

Communication 

 The integrated, synchronised, strategic blend of 

five communication action areas. 

 A communication model (MS.CREFS) for planning 

communication actions. 

Marketing Concepts 
COMBI Toolkit Reference Pages: Pgs.10/11, 

35, 78/79 



           

THE FOUR C’S 

OF 

INTEGRATED MARKETING  

COMMUNICATION 

(Replacing the Four P’s of Marketing): 

 

And finding the answers as to why we do  

not get the DARM of HICDARM 

 



THE FOUR C’S OF INTEGRATED MARKETING 
COMMUNICATION  

   
  
       C1 = Consumer Need/Want/Desire 
   and Related Product/Service/Behavior.   
     (No longer the “P” for Product.)  
  
 

 
 
 
 
 

• We do not sell a product/service/behaviour 

• We offer a solution to your Need/Want/Desire 

• We do not create Needs/Wants/Desires; we respond to 

what is there; if latent, we bring to the top-of-the mind. 

  



  

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 

 
The psychologist Abraham H. Maslow argued 

that people reach fulfilment through satisfying a 

series of needs. He traced a hierarchy 

beginning with physiological needs, like hunger 

and thirst, through safety, love and esteem to 

the self-actualization, or full expression, of the 

individual. 



 

 

Esteem 

Needs 

Belongingness 

and Love Needs 

Safety Needs 

Self-Actualisation 

Physiological  Needs 

  

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 



Take a look at a short video of me chatting 

about this first C, Consumer 

Need/Want/Desire, with reference to 

private sector products (Coca Cola and 

Starbucks).  

Video 3 



  

            C2     =  Cost  
 
in relation to benefit/value and in relation to the Competition. 
              (No longer the “P” for Price) 
 

• Not just price; but time, effort, etc.  

•    Reducing cost by incentives affects cost/value 

ratio 
•    Increasing value by branding affects cost/value       

THE FOUR C’S OF INTEGRATED 

MARKETING COMMUNICATION  

 



                                                                                                   

     

LOGOS DO NOT HAVE TO HAVE MEANING 

                                                     

                                                                                                             

 

             

                                                                                                   

 

             

                                                                                                   



THE FOUR Cs OF INTEGRATED 

MARKETING COMMUNICATION 

 
C3 =  
Convenience 
 

to get product or  service 
or to carry out 
behaviour. 
(No longer the “P” for 
Placement) 



C4 = Communication 

 - Integrated, Engaged Communication 

 - Using the Five-Point Star Blend of Communication 

Interventions 

 - Ensuring behavioural focus throughout,  as we 

present the  first three Cs:  

“We have a fantastic solution to your need/want/desire 

with a satisfying costs/value relationship and convenient 

to carry out or easy to get ; let’s chat.” 

 
 

 

 

 

THE FOUR Cs OF INTEGRATED 

MARKETING COMMUNICATION 



COMBI’s Five Integrated  

Communication Actions- Part I© 

(See Pg 35 of COMBI Toolkit) 

1. Administrative 

Mobilization/ 

Public 

Relations/Advocacy 

2. Community 

Mobilization 

3. Advertising 

4. Personal selling/ 

Interpersonal 
communication 

© Everold Hosein (2000) 

5. Point-of-

service-
promotion 



C1 = Consumer Need/Want/Desire 
  and Related Product/Service/Behavior.  (No longer the “P” for Product.)  

   –We do not sell a product/service/behaviour 

   –We offer a solution to your Need/Want/Desire 

   –We do not create Needs/Wants/Desires; we respond to/stimulate what is 
there; if latent, we bring to the top-of-the mind. 

 

C2 = Cost --in relation to Value (not just Benefits) and in relation 

   to the Competition. (No longer the“P” for Price). Every decision made on basis of Cost vs. 
Value calculation.  

  –Not just price/money; but time, effort, etc. 

  –Reducing cost by incentives affects cost/value ratio–Increasing value by brandingaffects 
cost/value 

C3 = Convenience to get product or service or to carry out behaviour.  (No longer the “P” for 
Placement) 

 

C4 =  Communication  (no longer P for Promotion) 

- Integrated, Engaged Communication— 

- Using the Five-Point Star Blend of Communication Interventions 

- Ensuring behavioural focus throughout, as we present the  first three Cs: We have a 
solution to your need/want/desire with a satisfying costs/value relationship and 
convenient to carry out; let’s chat. 

 
 

THE FOUR C’S  
INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION 
(Replacing the 4 Ps of Marketing)          (See Pgs 10/11 and pgs 27/28 of COMBI Toolkit) 

 



 HICDARM confronts a major challenge in 
behaviour adoption: How come we know 
what to do but we don’t do? 

 The Four Cs offer some answers to that query: 
 We fail to connect to the first C, the Consumer’s 

Need/Want/Desire 

 We fail, with the second C, Cost, to engage the consumer  
in a fresh review of the Costs vs. value calculation 

 We fail, with the third C, Convenience, to show how 
feasible it is to carry out the behaviour. 

 We fail, with the fourth C, Communication, to engage via 
an integrated, synchronised, blend of communication 
actions with regard to the first three Cs. 

 

HICDARM AND THE FOUR Cs 



Can the Four Cs be looked as a 
behavioural model? 

How do the Four Cs help with getting the 
DARM of HICDARM? 

Quiz/Discussion 



 

COMBI’s Five Integrated  
Communication Actions- Part II 

A COMMUNICATION MODEL: MS.CREFS 
M ESSAGE 

  S. OURCE 

  C HANNEL 

   R ECEIVER 

      E FFECT 

     FEEDBACK 

      SETTING 
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 Syncronised, Strategic, Integrated—
everything with a behavioural hook. 

 

M-RIP: Massive, Repetitive, Intense, 
Persistent 

 

 Six Hits: To truly engage the consumer, 
strive for “six hits” per day for five days per 
week for three weeks. 

Not Cheap 

 
 

COMBI’s Five Integrated  

Communication Actions- Part III 



 Our next module explores the 7-steps of the COMBI 

Planning Cycle.  But even before we do that, from your 

own experience in communication planning, how do 

these models and theories help you re-think your 

communication planning approach, with special 

reference to outbreaks? 

 Note: Please prepare for the next module on the 

COMBI Planning Cycle by reading the WHO COMBI 

Toolkit, especially Section 2 and all associated tools in 

the accompanying Field Workbook for COMBI 

Planning. 

*** 

Quiz/Discussion 


